
Are you looking for a solution like 

this? Contact us today.

The indoor golf centre was looking for a suitable solution which 

incorporated an iPad controlled digital sound system paired with 

software controlled LED lighting to create the perfect atmosphere.

A range of digital speakers were installed including subwoofers to 

create a truly exceptional surround solution controlled wirelessly 

via an iPad. The centre also utilises the latest LED lighting 

technology throughout. A variety of fi xtures have been carefully 
positioned to help create a spectacular visual experience.

Your Project
Is Our Project

“We were just about to launch our new high-tech indoor 
golf centre and really wanted to incorporate some of 

the latest sound and lighting technology. We were very 
impressed with the variety of options Monacor showed 

us and the time frame that they could work to. The whole 
project was designed and installed in less than two weeks; 

very impressive!”

iPlayGolf, Milton Keynes.

iPlayGolf Milton Keynes

The new indoor golf centre iPlayGolf, based in 

Milton Keynes, boasted 6 golf simulators, a bar, 

VIP room and pro shop.
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iPlayGolf Milton Keynes

ontact us today sales@epicaudio.co.uk
Your Project



8 X MEGA-DSP8 units were installed alongside a dual 15’’ 

active MEGA-215DSP subwoofer. The brain of the system is 

the ARM-880 8 Zone matrix along with wall panels to adjust 

source and level. 

PARL-174DMX Wash lights, TWIST-5LED 50W Spot and 

BEAM-20LED 20W beam mini moving heads were all chosen 

for their compact housings. This provided maximum output 

fi lling the centre with a calming background effect during the 
day with a full night club style light show in the evenings.

This system has proved to be very successful as it gives the 

client maximum control over the sound and lighting system as 

well as being extremely user friendly. 

The full installation of the project was handled by Avanti Sound 

and Light Solutions.

iPlayGolf Milton Keynes

The MEGA-DSP range of speakers was the 

obvious choice due to their superior sound 

quality as well as being controlled via a network. 

The MEGA-DSP range also has its own APP so 

sound parameters can be adjusted via a tablet.
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Project Specifications

iPlayGolf Milton Keynes

Project Specifications
The MEGA-DSP range of speakers was the 
obvious choice due to their superior sound 
quality as well as being controlled via a network. 
The MEGA-DSP range also has its own APP so 
sound parameters can be adjusted via a tablet.


